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Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) have poor clinical

outcome owing to therapy resistance and frequent recurrences that are

among others attributable to tumor cells in partial epithelial-to-mesenchy-

mal transition (pEMT). We compared side-by-side software-based and

visual quantification of immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining of epithelial

marker EpCAM and EMT regulator Slug in n = 102 primary HNSCC to

assess optimal analysis protocols. IHC scores incorporated expression

levels and percentages of positive cells. Digital and visual evaluation of

membrane-associated EpCAM yielded correlating scorings, whereas visual

evaluation of nuclear Slug resulted in significantly higher overall scores.

Multivariable Cox proportional hazard analysis defined the median

EpCAM expression levels resulting from visual quantification as an inde-

pendent prognostic factor of overall survival. Slug expression levels result-

ing from digital quantification were an independent prognostic factor of

recurrence-free survival, locoregional recurrence-free survival, and disease-

specific survival. Hence, we propose to use visual assessment for the mem-

brane-associated EpCAM protein, whereas nuclear protein Slug assessment

was more accurate following digital measurement.
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1. Introduction

Squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck area

(HNSCC) are frequent tumors that are associated with

poor overall survival (OS) rates of 45% after 5 years

[1]. Consistently, poor survival rates of HNSCC are

connected to the presence of locoregional lymph node

metastases at first diagnosis, to the existence of tumor

cells that are resistant to radio-(chemo)therapy, and to

ensuing frequent local and regional recurrences. Next-

generation sequencing of primary HNSCC revealed a

strong heterogeneity [2–5] that correlated with poorer

survival [6]. Bulk sequencing of primary HNSCC

resulted in their classification into basal-like, mes-

enchymal-enriched, classical epithelial-like, and atypi-

cal molecular subtypes [4,7,8]. Single-cell RNA-

sequencing analysis of oral cavity carcinomas disclosed

a need for a moderate revision of this classification

and eliminated the mesenchymal subtype, which was

the result of an enhanced presence of fibroblasts in the

primary tumors. As a result, three subtypes were

defined as malignant basal, classical, and atypical [9].

In addition to this reclassification, this study also dis-

closed single tumor cell signatures associated with cell

cycle, cell stress, hypoxia, epithelial differentiation, and

a partial epithelial/mesenchymal transition (pEMT),

the latter one being associated with metastases forma-

tion. Interestingly, all malignant cells expressed epithe-

lial markers, but a more pronounced retention of an

epithelial phenotype was defined by the enhanced

expression of epithelial cell adhesion molecule

(EpCAM), keratins, and kallikreins. Epithelial differ-

entiation and, thus, low levels of pEMT, is a positive

prognostic marker. The value of EpCAM as a positive

prognostic marker in HNSCC was confirmed indepen-

dently by our group [10]. The analysis of EpCAM

expression in combination with the expression of the

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which is a

therapeutic target in HNSCC, further disclosed that

high expression of EGFR and low expression of

EpCAM correlated with very poor survival. Oppo-

sitely, patients with EGFRlow/EpCAMhigh tumors were

characterized by an outstandingly good prognosis [11].

EGFR has dual capacity to induce either proliferation

or EMT in HNSCC, based on the degree of activation

of the downstream effector extracellular-regulated

kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2). The association of EpCAM with

a positive clinical outcome was functionally related to

its ability to generate a novel ligand of EGFR through

regulated intramembrane proteolysis of its ectodomain

termed EpEX [11]. Cotreatment of HNSCC cell lines

with EMT-inducing concentrations of EGF and

equimolar amounts of EpEX inhibited EGFR-medi-

ated EMT, along with reduced ERK1/2 phosphoryla-

tion and diminished transcription of EMT

transcription factors (EMT-TFs) Snail, Zeb1, and Slug

[11]. Accordingly, the expression of phosphorylated

ERK1/2 and Slug was enhanced in EGFRhigh/

EpCAMlow HNSCC patients and correlated with

reduced overall and disease-free survival (OS, DFS)

[11].

The epithelial signature of single HNSCC tumor

cells was inversely correlated to a signature of pEMT,

which was associated with an incomplete shift toward

mesenchymal traits [9]. The pEMT signature was

exclusively observed in the molecular subtype of basal-

like tumors in the small cohort analyzed and was asso-

ciated with metastases formation, extracapsular exten-

sion, and lymphovascular invasion [9]. These findings

were further confirmed in a larger cohort using results

from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) of HNSCC.

Hence, the authors concluded that pEMT is predomi-

nant in the basal-like molecular subtype, and based on

the association with metastases, they renamed this sub-

type into malignant basal [9]. Of note, the basal-like

molecular subtype of HNSCC was initially character-

ized by the overexpression of EGFR [7,8], in its hyper-

phosphorylated, active form [7]. Unlike classical EMT

observed during embryogenesis, where several EMT-

TFs are sequentially up-regulated, pEMT in HNSCC

was only accompanied by the enhanced expression of

the EMT-TF Slug in primary tumors, however, not at

the level of single-cell signatures [9]. Slug (also termed

SNAI2) is a zinc finger transcription factor of the

C2H2 (cysteine/histidine) family that primarily acts as

a repressor of gene expression, including the cell adhe-

sion molecule E-cadherin [12] and pro-apoptotic genes

[13,14]. Expression of the EMT-TF Slug is considered

an early event in the induction of EMT [15], which is

commonly followed by the further induction of addi-

tional EMT-TFs such as Zeb1.

Recently, the expression of four genes of the pEMT

signature defined by Puram et al. was assessed in a

cohort of oral cavity squamous cell carcinomas

(OCSCCs). The marker of epithelial differentiation

SPRR1B and three markers of pEMT (LAMC2,

LAMB3, PDPN) were assessed in OCSCC in the

absence or presence of lymph node metastases to

determine their prognostic value. pEMT markers were

associated with higher grades, perineural invasion, and

node positivity, but did show only a tendency to corre-

late with poorer overall and disease-free survival (OS

and DFS) [16]. Hence, a partial shift to mesenchymal

features contributes to the heterogeneity of HNSCC
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and associates with unfavorable disease outcome and

metastases formation. Quantification of pEMT in

HNSCC could thus provide a valuable criterium to

stratify patients beyond TNM classification and

human papillomavirus (HPV) status. In the present

study, we have compared visual and digital software-

based analyses of the expression of the epithelial mar-

ker EpCAM and the pEMT-associated EMT-TF Slug

in primary HNSCC. Similar comparative assessments

of both evaluation techniques have been performed for

the radiation biomarker CLIP2 in pediatric papillary

thyroid carcinomas [17]. Visual analysis relies on the

quantification of the antigen expression with respect to

intensity and frequency in tumor areas by experienced

experimenters. Typically, scoring systems implement

the staining intensity from 0 to 3 represent no, weak,

moderate, and strong antigen expression, and the pro-

portion of antigen-expressing tumor cells. The latter is

usually provided as proportion ranges [18] or as esti-

mated percentages [10]. Digital software-based analyses

compute antigen expression based on algorithms in

areas of interest that are predefined by experimenters

[19]. Particular interest has been set on the quantifica-

tion of the Her2 antigen in the frame of Herceptin-

based treatment of breast cancer patients and digital

evaluation may improve consistency and accuracy of

quantification [20].

Here, we demonstrate that a robust assessment of

EpCAM can be performed with visual and digital

analyses, whereas the expression of Slug might be

overestimated following visual assessment. In sum-

mary, software-based evaluation of EpCAM and Slug

is a valid tool to prognosticate the clinical outcome of

HNSCC patients.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Human biospecimen

Biospecimen is reported according to REMARK stan-

dards [21]. The retrospective “LMU-KKG” cohort

analyzed in the present study is composed of primary

tumor samples of n = 102 patients with HNSCC

[22,23]. Tumor stage was assessed using the UICC

TNM Classification of Malignant Tumors, 7th edition.

HPV status of the patients was determined by

p16INK4a immunohistochemistry in combination with

HPV DNA detection as described before [24]. Age,

sex, tumor localization, TNM, perineural invasion,

extracapsular extension, grading, UICC staging, and

HPV status of all patients are provided in Table 1.

Oropharyngeal squamous carcinomas (47%) and oral

cavity carcinomas (28%) represented the most preva-

lent tumors. All patients received surgical resection fol-

lowed by adjuvant radiotherapy at the LMU

Department of Radiation Oncology between 2008 and

2013 with a median dose of 64 Gy (median dose 2 Gy

per fraction). In the case of close or positive micro-

scopic resection margins and/or ECE, patients (n = 67)

received concurrent chemotherapy. The majority

(73%) of the patients received CDDP/5-fluorouracil

(5-FU; CDDP: 20 mg�mC��1 BSA day 1–5/29–33; 5-

FU: 600 mg�mC��1 BSA day 1–5/29–33). In selected

cases, mitomycin C (MMC) or 5-FU/MMC replaced

platin-based chemotherapy.

Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor

specimens were derived from surgically resected tumor

tissue samples. For the tissue microarray (TMA), all

available hematoxylin and eosin (HE)-stained FFPE

tumor sections were microscoped and a representative

tissue block was selected. All tumor specimens were

histologically re-evaluated by a pathologist (A.W.) and

the tumor area defined. From each tumor specimen,

three representative tissue cores (1 mm diameter) taken

from different regions were arrayed. 3-µm sections of

the TMAs were HE-stained, and sequential 3-µm sec-

tions were used for immunohistochemical staining.

2.2. Immunohistological staining

IHC staining was performed under standardized condi-

tions on a Discovery XT digital stainer (Ventana Med-

ical Systems, Roche Diagnostics, Penzberg, Germany)

using monoclonal antibodies directed against human

EpCAM (#2929, VU1D9, anti-mouse, Cell Signaling

Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) and SLUG (#9585,

C19G7, anti-rabbit, Cell Signaling). Slides were incu-

bated with primary antibodies (rat monoclonal anti-

SLUG (1 : 250), mouse monoclonal anti-EPCAM

(1 : 250)) in Dako REAL antibody dilution (Agilent

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), incubated with

respective secondary antibodies (anti-mouse and anti-

rabbit, ready-to-use universal secondary antibody, 760-

4205, Ventana Medical Systems, Roche Diagnostics),

and detected by the Discovery DAB Map Kit (Ven-

tana Medical Systems, Roche Diagnostics). For each

staining procedure, additional respective positive and

negative controls were included.

2.3. Digital scoring

Following H&E staining and IHC, tissue microarray

slides were scanned at 920 original objective magnifi-

cation using a digital Mirax Desk slide scanner (Carl

Zeiss Microscopy GmbH) before importing into the
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image analysis software Definiens Developer XD2

(Definiens AG), as described previously [19]. This soft-

ware allows to detect and quantify the immunohisto-

chemical staining intensities in different cellular

compartments (e.g., membranes) within a user-speci-

fied region of interest of the tumor cells. In brief,

tumor areas containing at least 70% tumor cells were

visually annotated, and a rule set for each antigen

marker was defined by operators to detect and quan-

tify morphometry data such as color and shape param-

eters of nucleus and cytoplasm from H&E staining,

and staining intensities from IHC in the annotated

tumor area. The algorithms were adjusted blinded with

regard to corresponding clinical outcomes as to detect

nuclear SLUG expression and cytoplasmic/membra-

nous EpCAM expression. The quantified parameter

for EpCAM and SLUG was a value representing a

point on a continuous spectrum of average brown

intensity in relative units.

2.4. Visual Scoring

Immunohistochemistry intensity scores (IHC score)

were generated for each sample within the cohort as

the product of antigen expression intensity (0–3) and

the percentage of expressing tumor cells within

biospecimens, as described [10,25]. IHC scores are

averages of values independently assessed by two

experimenters, who were blinded to clinical staging

and outcome of patients. EpCAM and Slug expression

was analyzed separately for each individual antigen in

order to preclude bias with respect to correlation of

antigen expression.

2.5. Clinical endpoints and survival analysis

Overall survival (OS), recurrence-free survival (RFS),

locoregional recurrence-free survival (LR-RFS), and

disease-specific survival (DSS) served as clinical end-

points. OS was calculated in months from the date of

radiotherapy treatment start to the date of death due

to any cause. RFS was calculated in months from the

date of radiotherapy treatment start point to the first

observation of any recurrence or death. LR-RFS was

calculated in months from the date of radiotherapy

treatment start point to the first observation of locore-

gional recurrence or death. DSS was calculated in

months from the date of radiotherapy treatment start

point to the date of HNSCC-related death. In the

absence of an event, patients were censored at the date

of the last follow-up visit.

Data analysis was performed using R Core Team,

R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Com-

puting, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 2017;

R version 3.6.1 (2019-07-05); and the R-survival pack-

age (CRAN). For univariable analysis, IHC expression

scores of EpCAM and Slug resulting from visual and

digital quantification were included into Cox propor-

tional hazard models. If resulting Cox proportional

Table 1. Clinical parameters of HNSCC cohort including sex, age,

localization, TNM classification, perineural invasion status,

extracapsular extension status, grade, and UICC stage. Nd: not

determined.

Variable

Number of patients

(total n = 102) Percentage

Sex

Male 72 70.6%

Female 30 29.4%

Median age (range) 61 years (20–84)

Localization

Hypopharynx 15 14.7%

Larynx 11 10.8%

Oral cavity 28 27.5%

Oropharynx 48 47%

T classification

T1 15 14.7%

T2 41 40.2%

T3 30 29.4%

T4 16 15.7%

N classification

N0 30 29.4%

N1 24 23.5%

N2a 5 4.9%

N2b 27 26.4%

N2c 14 13.7%

N3 2 2%

M classification

M0 102 100%

M1 0 0%

Perineural invasion

Pn0 53 52%

Pn1 19 18.6%

nd 30 29.4%

Extension

ECE� 43 60.5%

ECE+ 28 39.5%

Grade

I 3 2.95%

II 38 37.25%

III 61 59.8%

UICC stage

I 1 0.98%

II 9 8.8%

III 32 31.4%

Iva 57 55.9%

IVb 3 2.95%

HPV status

HPVneg 80 78.4%

HPVpos 22 21.6%
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hazard models and variables were significant according

to log-rank and Wald statistic P-value, patient cohorts

were dichotomized into low and high expressors

according to median values of IHC expression scores.

Dichotomized cohorts were implemented in Kaplan–
Meier plots with median survival times, Cox propor-

tional hazard models’ hazard ratios, 95% confidence

interval ratios, and log-rank P-values. For multivari-

able analysis, univariable analyses of OS, RFS, LR-

RFS, and DSS for the variables T-status (tumor size),

N-status (lymph node metastases), R-status (resection),

Pn-status (perineural invasion), grading, ECE (extra-

capsular extension), HPV status, and EpCAM and

Slug quantification visual and digital were conducted.

For each clinical endpoint, significant variables accord-

ing to Wald statistic P-values were implemented into

multivariable Cox proportional hazard models.

Additional statistical analysis was performed using R

with the R STATS package and the built-in functions

from the TIDYVERSE package (CRAN).

3. Results

3.1. Cohort description

In order to address potential differences in the evalua-

tion of the expression and the prognostic value of

EpCAM and Slug between visual and digital assess-

ment, a tissue microarray (TMA) from the retrospec-

tive LMU-KKG (Ludwig-Maximilians-University of

Munich, Clinical Cooperation Group “Personalized

Radiotherapy in Head and Neck Cancer) cohort of

n = 102 HNSCC primary tumors including patients

who had undergone surgical resection followed by

adjuvant radio(chemo)therapy was generated. The

cohort parameters are summarized in Table 1. In

short, the cohort comprises mainly patients with squa-

mous cell carcinoma of the head and neck in advanced

stages (87.3% UICC III/IV), including 21.6% HPV-

positive tumors.

3.2. Visual and digital assessment of EpCAM and

Slug expression

TMA was stained with EpCAM- and Slug-specific anti-

bodies and was evaluated in a blinded manner by two

independent reviewers. The samples were classified as

antigen-negative (0), or as weakly (1), intermediately

(2), or strongly antigen-positive (see representative

examples of each expression strength in Fig. 1). For the

visual evaluation, an established immunohistochemistry

scoring (IHC score) composed by the multiplication of

the staining intensity (0–3) and the percentage of cells at

each staining intensity resulting in a maximal score of

300 were used as reported [25]. Visual assessment of

EpCAM expression yielded an IHC score range of 0–
218, median of 26.7, mean of 60.8, and 1st and 3rd quar-

tile of 0 and 116.3, respectively. Visual assessment of

Slug expression yielded an IHC score range of 0–280,
median of 60, mean of 71.5, and 1st and 3rd quartile of

10 and 110, respectively (Table 2).

Next, the Definiens Developer XD2 (Definiens AG)

served to automate EpCAM and Slug expression assess-

ment following immunohistological staining. Based on

the differential localization of EpCAM and Slug, differ-

ent protocols were used for the identification of antigen

staining. EpCAM is a transmembrane protein that is

primarily expressed at the plasma membrane and can

further be detected in the cytoplasm, owing to endocy-

tosis [26]. Therefore, recognition of the cell membrane

and the cytoplasm was optimized in order to exclude

the nucleus for the assessment of EpCAM expression

(Fig. 2A, middle panel). Thereafter, EpCAM expression

was determined in the plasma membranous and cyto-

plasmic area as antigen-negative (0), or as weakly (1),

intermediately (2), or strongly antigen-positive (see rep-

resentative examples of each expression strength in

Fig. 2A, right panel). The assessment of the nuclear

protein Slug was quantified exclusively in the nucleus,

as antigen-negative (0), or as weakly (1), intermediately

(2), or strongly antigen-positive (see representative

examples of each expression strength in Fig. 2B, right

panel). Digital assessment of EpCAM expression

yielded an IHC score range of 0–223, median of 50.7,

mean of 61.0, and 1st and 3rd quartile of 28.5 and 88.0,

respectively. Digital assessment of Slug expression

yielded generally lower expression scores compared to

visual scoring, with an IHC score range of 0.27–121,
median of 28.7, mean of 33.7, and 1st and 3rd quartile of

10.7 and 48.5, respectively (Table 2). Hence, the digital

assessment yielded similar values for EpCAM, but dis-

closed reduced values for the expression of Slug com-

pared to visual scoring.

3.3. Comparison of digital and visual assessment

of EpCAM and Slug expression in HNSCC

EpCAM and Slug expression intensities resulting from

digital and visual scoring were tested for independence

of the clinical parameters tumor size (T), lymph node

involvement (N), grading, PNI, ECE, and UICC stag-

ing for a total of n = 96 patients for whom all parame-

ters were available by Kruskal–Wallis or Wilcoxon

statistical testing. Moderately increased mean expres-

sion levels of EpCAM were significantly associated
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with poorly versus moderately differentiated tumors

following digital and visual evaluation (Fig. 3A). No

significant associations were observed between

EpCAM and Slug expression and all other clinical

parameters (Fig. 3A).

In order to further compare digital and visual scor-

ing, a Spearman correlation analysis across all patients

was performed. Digital and visual EpCAM expression

scores for each patient correlated positively with a

value of r = 0.73 and a P-value < 2.2e-16 (Fig. 3B).

Digital and visual Slug expression scores for each

patient also correlated positively with a value of

r = 0.75 and a P-value < 2.2e-16 (Fig. 3B). Addition-

ally, the survival status of each patient is depicted in

the correlation curves. Next, absolute values for

EpCAM and Slug scoring resulting from digital and

visual scoring were compared across all patients. Mean

scores of EpCAM expression did not show any differ-

ence between digital and visual evaluation (Fig. S1).

Paired comparisons at the single patient level showed

some degree of variation (see connecting line in

Fig. S1). Unlike EpCAM, mean scores of Slug

EpCAM

in
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B
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in
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Fig. 1. EpCAM and Slug expression

intensities in HNSCC tissue microar-

rays. Shown are representative exam-

ples of EpCAM (A) and Slug (B)

staining in tissue microarrays with the

different staining intensities ranging

from no (0), weak (1), intermediate (2),

to high expression (3). Antigen staining

is visualized in brown; counterstaining

with hematoxylin/eosin is visualized in

blue. Scale bars represent 200 µm.
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expression did vary significantly between digital and

visual scoring, with the latter one resulting in higher

scores (Fig. S1).

3.4. Digital and visual assessment of EpCAM and

Slug expression in correlation with clinical

parameters and endpoints

Continuous Cox proportional hazard models (CoxPH)

were computed to compare the prognostic power of

EpCAM and Slug quantification in dependency of the

assessment methods with respect to the OS of HNSCC

patients, as a central clinical endpoint (Fig. 4A).

Visual assessment of EpCAM and digital assessment

of Slug allowed to stratify HNSCC patients according

to the median antigen expression within our cohort

with respect to OS (EpCAM-visual: HR 0.36; 95% CI:

0.18–0.70; P-value = 0.00174; Slug-digital: HR 2.34;

95% CI: 1.21–4.51; P-value = 0.00919; Fig. 4B).

Refinement of the model based on digital assessment

of Slug with the interaction factor to the visual assess-

ment did not improve the initial CoxPH. In contrast,

refinement of the CoxPH model based on visual

assessment of EpCAM with the interaction factor

improved the initial CoxPH model (Fig. 4A).

Univariable Cox proportional hazard models were

computed with respect to OS, recurrence-free survival

(RFS), locoregional RFS (LR-RFS), and disease-speci-

fic survival (DSS) for the variables tumor size and

nodal metastases (T- and N-status), resection margin

status (R-status), perineural invasion (Pn-status), lym-

phovascular invasion (L-status), grading, extracapsular

Table 2. Comparison of visual and digital scoring of EpCAM and

Slug expression in HNSCC patients (n = 102). Score range 0–300.

Variable

EpCAM Slug

Visual Digital Visual Digital

Range (Min-Max) 0–218 0–223 0–280 0.27–121

Median 26.7 50.7 60 28.7

Mean 60.75 61 71.5 33.7

1st quartile 0 28.5 10 10.7

3rd quartile 116.25 88 110 48.5

B

EpCAM IHC

0
1
2
3

A

Exclusion of nucleus Definition of staining intensities

0
1
2
3

Memb/Cyt
Nucleus

Definition of staining intensitiesSlug IHC

Fig. 2. Software-based determination of EpCAM and Slug expression intensities in HNSCC tissue microarrays. (A) Tissue microarray

samples stained for the expression of EpCAM were analyzed with the Definiens Developer XD2 (Definiens AG) to identify nuclei and the

remaining membrane and cytoplasmic areas (middle panel). EpCAM staining intensity was thereafter determined in the membrane/

cytoplasm as no (0, white), weak (1, yellow), intermediate (2, orange), to high expression (3, brown). (B) Tissue microarray samples stained

for the expression of Slug were analyzed with the Definiens Developer XD2 (Definiens AG) to identify nuclei and Slug staining intensities

were determined as (0, blue), weak (1, yellow), intermediate (2, red), to high expression (3, brown).
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extension (ECE), HPV, EpCAM, and Slug levels, both

following visual and digital quantification (Fig. S2).

Variables that were significantly associated with OS

(L-status, HPV, Slug-digital, EpCAM visual), RFS (T-

status, L-status, HPV, Slug-digital), LR-RFS (T-status,

L-status, HPV, Slug-digital), and DSS (Slug-digital) in

univariable analyses were implemented into multivari-

able Cox proportional hazard models. Multivariable

analysis determined a positive L-status as independent

negative prognostic marker of OS and HPV positivity

and high EpCAM expression quantified by visual

means as independent positive prognostic markers of

OS. T-status, L-status, and high expression of Slug

quantified by digital means were negative prognostic

markers, and HPV positivity was a positive prognostic

marker of RFS and LR-RFS. Interestingly, high

expression of Slug quantified by digital means was the

only negative prognostic marker of DSS (Fig. 4C).

4. Discussion

HNSCC is associated with considerable inter- and

intratumoral heterogeneity resulting from a high yield

of DNA mutations [4,5], with HPV-driven HNSCC

displaying fewer and different mutations than classical

HNSCC [27]. Next-generation sequencing confirmed a

high degree of heterogeneity at the transcriptional level

and revealed the existence of basal-like, mesenchymal-

enriched, classical epithelial-like, and atypical molecu-

lar subtypes [4,7,8]. Based on single-cell RNA sequenc-

ing of oral cavity cancers, molecular subtypes were

refined to malignant basal, classical, and atypical sub-

types [9]. The malignant basal subtype comprises

tumors with a high expression of EGFR, frequently in

its activated phosphorylated form, that have under-

gone a partial EMT [7–9]. Hyperactivation of EGFR

in HNSCC cells induces EMT through the extracellu-

lar-regulated kinases ERK1/2, which results in the

enhanced expression of EMT-TFs including Slug,

Snail, and Zeb1 [11]. Furthermore, EGFR expression

and activating phosphorylation were observed in a

subcluster of HNSCCs that was defined by a low cyto-

toxic immune phenotype and reduced expression of

programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) and interferon-

gamma (IFNc) [28]. Hence, EMT in general and more

specifically EGFR-mediated EMT is involved in the

regulation of metastasis formation and therapy resis-

tance and might potentially shape interactions with

immune cells.

In light of the growing importance of cellular

changes related to EMT in HNSCC and other carci-

noma types [29–31], we have performed a technical

comparison of manual and optical scoring systems for

the central epithelial marker EpCAM and the EMT-

TF Slug in HNSCC. Unlike the frequently used semi-

quantitative visual evaluation, software-based quantifi-

cation of EpCAM and Slug allowed to predefine

cellular areas of interest and thereby to standardize

procedures. We chose to quantify EpCAM at the

plasma membrane and in the cytoplasm, whereas

staining of the nuclear TF Slug was considered exclu-

sively in the nucleus (Fig. 2). Furthermore, staining

intensities were predefined and were equally applied to

all samples, thus minimizing a potential interinvestiga-

tor bias and some degree of subjectivity. It is also

important to note that FFPE samples were used in a

TMA format that is feasible for routine diagnostic

protocols. The cohort studied in this comparative

work represents a cross section of HNSCC patients

with a majority of male patients, higher frequency of

oral cavity and oropharynx carcinomas, an even distri-

bution of small (T1/2) and larger tumors (T3/4), and

70% of patients with lymph node metastases at initial

diagnosis (Table 1).

A comparison of digital and visual antigen quantifi-

cation revealed that results of EpCAM expression did

not vary considerably between both techniques. IHC

score ranges, median, mean, 1st and 3rd quartile of

antigen expression did differ neither at the level of the

entire cohort nor substantially at the single patient

level (Table 2, Fig. 3A,B). Furthermore, a statistical

evaluation of potential differences of EpCAM quantifi-

cation methods in association with the clinical parame-

ters TNM status, perineural invasion, extracapsular

invasion, grade, and UICC stage did not reveal any

significant differences, except between grades 2 and 3

(Fig. 3A). Hence, these results suggest that both tech-

niques are equally feasible for the quantification of

Fig. 3. Correlation of EpCAM and Slug expression levels with clinical parameters of HNSCC patients. (A) Digital and visual quantification of

EpCAM (upper panels) and Slug (lower panels) expression levels was classified according to the T- and N-status, grading, perineural invasion

(Pn-status), extracapsular extension (ECE), and the UICC-status (Union International Contre le Cancer). EpCAM and Slug expression scores

(0–300) for all n = 96/102 HNSCC patients are presented as jitter plots with mean values (line) and P-values from Kruskal–Wallis tests

(group size > 2) or Wilcoxon tests (group size = 2). (B) IHC scores from the digital and visual quantification of EpCAM and Slug are

presented a percentage of the maximal scores. Shown are correlation curves with rho (r) and P-values from Spearman´s rank correlation

analyses. Patients’ survival or death is depicted squares and circles, respectively. Specific P-values are indicated.
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EpCAM in HNSCC samples. Comparable results have

been reported for the quantification of the therapeutic

target Her2 in breast cancer patients with a high con-

gruence of visual and digital assessments [32–34].
Based on the knowledge that EpCAM is a positive

prognostic marker whereas Slug is a negative prognos-

tic marker in HNSCC [9,10,35], univariable Cox pro-

portional hazard models were generated. Despite

similar quantification results for EpCAM, only visual

assessment revealed a significant prognostic power,

which could be improved by refinement with the inter-

action factor computed from both assessment methods

(Fig. 4A,B).

Although of interest with respect to the complex

biology of EpCAM [36], cleavage and nuclear translo-

cation of its intracellular domain [37] was not quanti-

fied in the present study for several reasons. From our

experience, nuclear staining of EpICD is not homoge-

neous but presents as a speckled pattern with intercel-

lular differences [37]. Nuclear translocation of EpICD

depends upon the degree of regulated intramembrane

proteolysis, which affects a variable proportion rather

than the totality of full-length EpCAM molecules and

can differ within tumor areas. Furthermore, EpICD

is a labile protein moiety that is subject to efficient

degradation by the proteasome complex [37,38].

Owing to its labile nature and to the differential local-

ization of EpICD in the context of full-length

EpCAM and following cleavage, technical hurdles

have to be overcome when considering antigen-re-

trieval protocols in FFPE samples. These aspects

might account for differences in EpICD staining

observed between native cryo-conserved specimens as

well as cell lines [26,37] and FFPE samples [39,40],

despite using identical antibodies.

Unlike EpCAM, digital and visual quantification of

Slug in HNSCC samples differed substantially

(Fig. 3B, Fig. S1). Range, median, mean, and 3rd

quartile of Slug expression were higher following

visual quantification (Table 2). Thus, visual evaluation

of the nuclear antigen Slug can result in an overrating

of the expression frequency and strength compared

with digital quantification, which might be attributable

to subjective color perception [19]. Analyzing Slug

quantification of both methods for independence of

clinical parameters revealed no significant differences

overall (Fig. 3A). Interestingly, only digital assessment

allowed to generate a univariable CoxPH model pre-

dicting the patients´ OS (Fig. 4A,B).

Multivariable analyses were performed to gain fur-

ther insight in the performance of EpCAM and Slug

quantification methods compared to established mark-

ers for the clinical endpoints OS, recurrence-free sur-

vival (RFS), locoregional RFS, and disease-specific

survival (DSS). Tumor size and nodal metastases (T-

and N-status), resection margin status (R-status), per-

ineural invasion (Pn-status), lymphovascular invasion

(L-status), grading, extracapsular extension (ECE),

HPV status, EpCAM, and Slug levels, both following

visual and digital quantification, were implemented in

these analyses (univariable CoxPH models in Fig. S2).

Here, visual quantification of EpCAM was an inde-

pendent positive prognostic marker of OS, whereas

digital quantification of Slug was an independent nega-

tive prognostic marker for RFS, LR-RFS, and the

only marker for DSS (Fig. 4C). Thus, within the pre-

sented cohort, EpCAM-visual and Slug-digital levels

qualified as independent prognostic markers of clinical

endpoints.

Generally, a “gold standard paradox” comes into

play when comparing visual and digital image analysis

[41]. Digital analysis provides potentially more objec-

tive and reproducible datasets with a linear and con-

tinuous range of values. However, appraisal of

specimen by experienced experimenters remains the

current gold standard in pathology to validate results

from digital analyses. From the data collected and tak-

ing into account reported correlations of EpCAM and

Slug with clinical endpoints, the assessment of the

membrane protein EpCAM was more precisely per-

formed by the visual method, whereas Slug that is

homogeneously distributed within the nucleus was

more accurately defined by digital approaches. It must,

however, be noted that it cannot be ruled out that an

Fig. 4. Stratification of HNSCC patients according to EpCAM and Slug expression for clinical endpoints. (A) Hazard ratios (HR), 95%

confidence intervals, and P-values are indicated for each antigen and evaluation technique per 50 units of IHC score. (B) Stratification of

HNSCC patients according to median expression over a time period of 5 years (time is given in months) is shown as Kaplan–Meier curves

for with HR, 95% CI, P-values, and numbers of patients at risk in each risk group over time (antigen high and low, red and green color,

respectively). (C) Multivariable analyses of overall survival (OS), recurrence-free survival (RFS), locoregional recurrence-free survival (LR-RFS),

and disease-specific survival (DSS). Shown are Forest plots from multivariable Cox proportional hazard models including all variables shown

to have prognostic significance in univariable analyses for each clinical endpoint with HRs, 95% CIs, events, Akaike information criterion

(AIC), Concordance index, global log-rank P-values, and variable-specific P-values. Dig, digital scoring; HPV, human papillomavirus; L-status,

lymph vessel invasion; T-status, tumor size; Vis, visual scoring. HRs and CIs are indicated for each antigen and evaluation technique per 50

units of IHC score.
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extended sample size might also result in significant

stratification following digital assessment of EpCAM

and visual assessment of Slug. Numerous parameters

may account for the observed differences including

differing area ratios of membranous versus nuclear

localization and a potentially enhanced reliability in

the definition of the nucleus as a more homogeneous

geometric shape as opposed to cell membranes.

Therefore, the definition of algorithms for the recog-

nition of regions of interest in the context of auto-

mated software-driven quantification solutions may

represent a limitation that requires particular atten-

tion. Furthermore, human expertise, which is an

intrinsic factor of visual quantification, reflects a

higher degree of complexity of quantification than

pure intensity scores.

5. Conclusion

HNSCC patients with pEMT features as measured in

their primary tumors are more prone to develop

metastases [9,10]. Therefore, pEMT markers may

serve as high-risk parameters in addition to clinical

parameters such as extra-nodal extension of lymph

node metastases and/or microscopically residual dis-

ease following surgical treatment. Likewise, pEMT

markers might help in decision-making for patients

with comparable clinical parameters with respect to

potential de-escalation programs aiming at minimiz-

ing side effects of radio(chemo-)therapy. Further-

more, the efficacy of EGFR-targeted therapeutics in

EGFRhigh/EpCAMlow carcinomas showing high Slug

expression and high ERK1/2 phosphorylation levels

[11] may profit from re-evaluation. To address these

requirements, we have performed a technical compar-

ison of manual and optical scoring systems for two

markers of pEMT in HNSCC samples. Digital quan-

tification of Slug as marker for mesenchymal differen-

tiation is feasible and represents a valuable objective

tool with predefined criteria toward a fully digital

assessment of pEMT as a surrogate for intratumor

heterogeneity of HNSCC patients. Assessment of

membrane protein EpCAM remained clinically more

accurate upon visual grading. Fully digital assessment

of pEMT in HNSCC may eventually serve as an

additional stratification means in therapy decision-

making in the future.
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Supporting information

Additional supporting information may be found

online in the Supporting Information section at the end

of the article.
Fig. S1. Digital and visual quantification of EpCAM

and Slug. Absolute IHC score values (0-300) from dig-

ital and visual quantification of EpCAM and Slug

expression are represented with connecting lines and

mean values (line) for each quantification method. Ns:

not significant; ** p-value < 0.01 Wilcoxon test.

Fig. S2. Univariate analysis for clinical endpoints. Uni-

variable analyses of overall survival (OS), recurrence-

free survival (RFS), locoregional recurrence-free sur-

vival (LR-RFS), and disease-specific survival (DSS).

Shown are results from univariable Cox proportional

hazard models including hazard ratios, 95% confi-

dence intervals, Wald statistic p-values, and signifi-

cance levels (0.1 – 0.05; * 0.05; ** 0.01) for the

variables T-Status (tumor size), N-Status (lymph node

metastases), R-Status (resection margin), Pn-Status

(perineural invasion), grading, ECE (extracapsular

extension), HPV (human Papillomavirus), EpCAM

and Slug quantification visual (Vis) and digital (Dig).
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